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Abstract—Usually, in mobile robotics the robot has to deal with tasks like interacting with a person or performing a driving task. But what happens, if the robot just has to wait and thereby still has to react on user commands? In this case, the robot has to find a good position where the user can still be observed, and the robot does not disturb the user’s activities. Such a position has to fulfill different criteria: first, to guarantee the observability of the person with the robots on-board sensors and second, the robot should be able to observe the person when the person changes its position at its resting place. In this paper, a new approach is presented how to find a position, providing all these aspects, by solving an optimization problem using a particle swarm optimizer. We also present first results for that problem in the 2D and 3D case.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mobile robotics more and more attain the homes and places of nonexpert users to actually fulfill task like reminders, video call services, emergency aids [1], remote controllable robots [2], guide customers in supermarkets and home improvement stores [3], [4], and being robotic butlers to serve drinks or food [5]. One of the projects that provide a robot to remind and entertain elderly users, living in their home environments, is the ALIAS (Adaptable Ambient LIving ASsistant) project. ALIAS has the goal of developing a mobile robot system to “interact with elderly users, monitor and provide cognitive assistance in daily life, and promote social inclusion by creating connections to people and events in the wider world” [6]. The used robot is shown in Fig. 1.

In the domain of navigation, there are a lot of problems to be solved when dealing with interaction, map building, path planning, or localization. But, if one thinks about end user applications in home scenarios, where a robot takes over the role of a service assistant or a butler, there is also a lot of time when the robot is idle and has no actual task to do. Here, the robot has to recognize commands (e.g. gestures) from the user while it needs to be able to perceive the user. Due to these reasons, it is also a task for a robot within a long-term home scenario to observe a person in a non-intrusive way.

There are several criteria a good observation position should fulfill: (i) the user should of course be visible from that position, (ii) the observation position should not disturb the user, (iii) the distance should be sufficient to be able to detect the user with the robot’s on board sensors, and (iv) from the chosen observation position the robot should be able to see many possible resting positions where the user could stay. This knowledge should enable the robot to chose an observation position where it can place itself most of the time, especially when the person changes its position only slightly.

Similar problems are rarely described in the literature so far. There exist approaches of intelligent photograph robots which attempt to take good pictures in party situations [7], or realize a robotic camera man to distinguish good shooting positions for video conferences [8]. In these approaches the quality of the taken pictures is the central criterion to optimize the observation position. A larger group of publications refers to the so called next-best-view problem. Here, a sequence of observation points should be extracted to gain maximal structural information, for example from 3D objects [9] or the structure of the environment (2D and 3D map building) [10], [11]. Within these approaches, the information about an object or a scene has to be gathered in an incremental fashion by using a minimal number of observations. It differs from our approach in a way, that these approaches try to increase the structural information about the observed objects or scenes in an optimal fashion.
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We do not want to maximize information gain, and it is also not suitable for our problem to observe the person from a position with maximal information retrieval since such a position would eventually not fulfill all our criteria and only guarantees, that the robot’s sensors will perceive the person correctly. Other approaches simply try to keep the person in a certain position (and distance) within the camera image or laser scan by using controller schemes [12], [13]. This is called visual servoing and is also not suitable for our problem, since the robot should stay at its position, even when the person moves slightly, e.g. on the couch.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in section II, at first the optimization problem with its different criteria is shown in a principal fashion. In section III the problem is formulated for the 3D case, while in section IV the simplified 2D case is shown. Afterwards, experiments for both cases are presented in section V, and a conclusion is drawn in section VI.

II. FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

As stated above, the observation position has to consider a variety of criteria. To find an optimal position to observe a person, the set of criteria has to be evaluated in possible samples of the search space. The search space is described by the position \( x = (x, y, z) \) of the robot and its horizontal view direction \( \phi \). We assume the robot can only move at the ground plane, so the \( z \) component is fixed by the robot's height. Also, the pitch and roll angle of the camera are fixed, and only the yaw angle \( \phi \) has to be considered. Within this three-dimensional search space, the optimal point has to be chosen as the best observation position. Since the problem is formulated as an optimization problem, we have to consider at the one hand the bounding conditions and on the other hand the optimization function. Both aspects are described in the next two sections. Additionally, the optimization algorithm is briefly described afterwards.

A. Boundary conditions

The solution of the optimization process depends on the boundary conditions that exist when the process is started, and which may also change during the process. In fact, these conditions reflect the knowledge we have about the respective environment. On the one hand, this is the map \( m(x) \) of the environment, which gives information about known obstacles, and on the other hand it is the position \( o_t \) of the person to be observed at a given time \( t \). Additionally, we also include knowledge where the person usually sits, stands or lies. This is done by providing a density function \( p(o = x) \) to give the probability that a person can be observed at a certain point \( x \) in the home environment. Figure 2 shows all boundary conditions summarized. The person occupancy density function is approximated by building an 3D histogram.

Here, in each histogram bin the number of person observations is counted and normalized over all observations received in all bins over the whole observation time. Since it is not possible to observe the true function, this function has to be build incrementally, and the estimation of this function could be improved over time. In this work, we chose an efficient grid based space representation, namely an occupancy map representation and a voxel space representation. We collect point cloud data from a 3D Kinect camera, using the OpenNI framework to separate user points from non-user points, and cluster them into voxels to build a person occupancy histogram to represent \( p(o) \).

But, is this optimization problem a dynamic or static one? Looking at the different boundary conditions, the map \( m \) is considered to be static. Observed over a long time interval, even the person occupancy density function \( p(o) \) is a static function. But since this function has to be estimated over time, its first representation may be wrong, and the problem begins to show dynamic properties. The person pose \( o_t \) is the most fluctuating and dynamic boundary condition, which forced us to handle the problem as a dynamic optimization problem. That is why we have chosen an optimizer suitable for dynamic optimization problems, namely the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [14].

B. The optimization function

The optimization function \( f \), defined in 1, reflects the different criteria to be considered and fuses these criteria into a single function. It is a function over the optimization space \( S = \{x, \phi\} \), where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^2, \phi \in \mathbb{R} \). There are two hard criteria to reflect physical properties to constrain the search space and mask out impossible search positions. These are the driveability \( d(x) \), and the visibility of the person \( v(x, \phi) \). Both functions \( d \) and \( v \) are binary functions defined within the map space \( m(x) \).

Moreover, a set of soft criteria \( c_i \) has to ensure: (i) an appropriate distance to the user \( (c_{dist}) \), (ii) the ability of the sensor to detect a person in that observation pose \( (c_{det}) \), (iii) to perceive the person from the front \( (c_{front}) \), and (iv) how much of the person’s occupancy distribution can be observed from that observation pose \( (c_{pdf}) \). An example
of all functions is shown in Fig. 3. Since these criteria are no hard criteria, an optimal compromise between the linear superimposed criteria has to be found. So, the resulting optimization function can be defined as follows:

\[
    f(x, \phi) = d(x) \cdot v(x) \cdot (\alpha_1 \cdot c_{det}(x, \phi) + \alpha_2 \cdot c_{dist}(x) + \alpha_3 \cdot c_{front}(x) + \alpha_4 \cdot c_{podf}(x, \phi))
\]  

(1)

Note that \( f(x, \phi) \) is also a function of all boundary conditions, but due to simplicity they are absent in the function formulation and will be described in section III and IV. Most criteria are simple, and at this point we will take a closer look only to \( c_{podf} \), the criterion considering the person’s occupancy distribution.

Since positions are already masked out, where the person could physically not be seen (using \( v(x) \cdot d(x) \)), it is possible to observe the person from the subset of all remaining positions \( X_v = x_1 \ldots x_n \). Now, the question is: how much of the places where the person usually rests at, are observed by each possible observation pose \( x_i \)? Here, it should be noticed, that the person is observed using the Kinect 3D camera, mounted in a fixed position on the robot and having a certain opening angle. So, a view cone \( X_f \) is cast by the camera into the model of the home environment, depending only on the orientation of the robot and the position inside \( X_v \). Note that \( X_f \) is not a subset of \( X_v \)! The idea of \( c_{podf} \) is now to integrate all observable points \( x \) from \( p(o = x) \), where \( x \in X_f \) and \( p(o > 0) \) to indicate, how much of the resting places are observable from an observation position:

\[
    c_{podf} = \int_x p(o = x) \cdot \mathbb{1} \text{ if } x \in X_f
\]  

(2)

The key idea is shown in Fig. 4. This function should guarantee that the robot places itself at a position where most of the places, the person usually rests at, are observed. Also, the robot should not change its position, if the person only moves slightly.

C. Particle swarm optimization

The optimization problem is simply, to find the best values of \((x, \phi)\) that maximizes the output of \( f(x, \phi) \). Our solution to the defined optimization problem uses the particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach. It is a well known technique (see [14], [15]) to find a global optimum by sampling from a defined optimization function, and uses a mixture of directed and random search within the search space to iterate towards the optimum. Unlike a particle filter, the particle swarm does not represent a probability distribution. Constriction factor particle swarm optimization (see [15]) is used to solve the problem iteratively. The found solution is further refined by applying a kernel density estimator [16]. Subsequently, we are briefly describing what each particle contains, how one iteration of the particle swarm optimization is defined, and how the kernel density estimation is used to get the optimal position from the current iteration step.

Each particle consists of a state, which is part of the current optimization space, and a speed vector also residing within that space. So, in our case one particle is defined by a position \((x, y) \in X_v\) and a view direction \( \phi \). Note that we only optimize over \((x, y)\) and chose \( \phi \) to view directly towards the current person position \( o_t \). That’s why, we only need speed components of the particles in \( x \) and \( y \) direction, namely \( v_x \) and \( v_y \). This way, each particle is defined by \( p[i] = \{x[i] = (x, y), \phi[i], v_x[i], v_y[i]\} \).

In the first step, particles are randomly initialized inside \( X_v \), and the optimization function \( f(x, \phi) \) is calculated for each particle. Here, two special particle positions have to be remembered: one is the currently best, with the highest value the particle \( i \) has experienced so far, called \( p[i]_{loc best} \), and one is the particle with the best value of \( f(p[i]) \) ever measured over all particles in all iterations, called \( p[i]_{glob best} \). The idea behind the particle swarm optimization is, that particles tend to search near both positions for better values of the optimization function. The speed component hereby enables the particles to overcome local minima and move around both positions. The variables \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers from an interval \([0,1]\). The parameters \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are chosen to prefer either the local best particle or the global best particle.

\[
    x[i]_{t+1} = x[i]_t + \Delta t \cdot v[i]_t
\]

\[
    v[i]_{t+1} = K \left[ v[i]_t + c_1 \cdot r_1 \cdot (p[i]_{loc best} - x[i]_t) + c_2 \cdot r_2 \cdot (p[i]_{glob best} - x[i]_t) \right]
\]  

(3)
The update of the position and speed component is simple, but needs the constriction factor $K$ to guarantee convergence.

$$K = \frac{2}{2 - \theta - \sqrt{\theta^2 - 4\theta}}, \text{with } \theta = c_1 + c_2, \theta > 4 \quad (4)$$

Since our optimization is defined as a dynamic problem, we select $c_1$ to be the higher value to allow each particle to be dominated by its individual best position and not the global best position. This way, the particle swarm should be more explorative and also be able to adapt to changing boundary conditions.

Finally, we use a kernel density estimation to refine our solution of the best position since the particles almost never hit the exact optimum. Here, each particle defines the center of a Gaussian kernel. All particles are summed up to represent a probability distribution $p(x, y)$:

$$p(x, y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \frac{1}{2\pi h^2} \cdot e^{-\frac{(x-x_m)^2+(y-y_m)^2}{2h^2}} \quad (5)$$

Here, $h$ represents the kernel size and is estimated by using the highest variance of the particles positions in the x- or y-dimension: $h = \text{max}(\sigma_x, \sigma_y)$. Note, that the maximum value could not be extracted from the kernel density in a closed form. That’s why we calculate the density in every point within $X_v$ and simply select the maximum point as the current best observation position. By using the kernel density estimation, we could improve the value of $f(x, \phi)$ by 3-4%, and we could also suppress stochastic outtakes from the random optimization process.

III. THE 3D CASE

In this section, we will describe in detail all functions which are part of the optimization and we also show the representation of the environment.

A. Data structures

All information is given to the optimizer by using a grid based voxel representation. The obstacle map as well as the person occupancy probability distribution are defined within a voxel grid of the same cell size. The typical size is 10 cm. An example configuration is shown in Fig. 5. Also, the view cone consists of a set of voxels, and the robot position is the voxel containing the camera at the defined height over the robot base.

The voxel map is derived from a 3D model of the environment in an external process. We do not investigate this problem here, since it refers to the domain of 3D SLAM approaches [19]. The person occupancy probability distribution is a simple histogram, where each voxel volume counts the number of points belonging to a person observed earlier. These person points are collected from observations with the Kinect 3D camera. The OpenNI framework [17] is used to separate background points from person points. So, $p(o)$ for a cubic voxel element $v$ with the width $w$ is defined as:

$$p_v(o = x) = \frac{\sum_{i \in m} o_i}{\sum_{i \in m} o_i \cdot w^3} \quad (6)$$

The numerator counts the 3D points $o_j$ within the voxel $v$ and normalize them by the volume $w^3$, while the denominator counts all observed points $o_i$ ever perceived from the person in the whole map $m$.

B. 3D-Implementation of the single criteria

1) Driveability: Here, we discuss the first criterion of equation 1: $d(x)$. This function selects all voxels which could be reached by the robots camera. This function is either zero, when the voxel is not reachable, or one, when this voxel is reachable. A horizontal cut through the voxel space is created by considering only voxel cells at the same height as the robot base. The resulting layer is dilated by the robot radius to consider only cells which are reachable by the robot, and to be able to assume a point like robot. Then, flood-filling at the current robot position is applied to efficiently extract all reachable voxels. But, since potential camera viewing positions should be simulated by a set of particles, the voxel positions on the ground layer are shifted by the camera height to define the first set of $X_v$, which defines the function $d(x)$.

2) Visibility: The next function is the visibility criterion $v(x)$. Although this function is independent from $d(x)$, it makes sense to only consider points which are inside $X_v$, since $d(x)$ and $v(x)$ are multiplied. So, the task is to check every voxel of $X_v$, if the person could be seen from that voxel. This is done by ray-casting from the current voxel inside $X_v$ towards the projected person position at the plane defined by the camera height. Note that all obstacles have to be projected towards that plane. With that, the set of voxels inside $X_v$ is reduced. An example of both functions is shown in Fig. 5 a). With both functions known for a given map and a given person position, the particle swarm could be initialized by randomly drawing voxels from $X_v$, if no other particle already represents that voxel. The selection is finished, when the full particle count is reached.

3) Sensor distance: The sensor distance criterion $c_{det}(x)$ has to consider the ability to detect a person with a certain sensor. Since we use the Kinect sensor, the recognition distance is limited to 3 meters. So, the sensor distance $d_s = |x_i - o_i|$, which is the Euclidean distance from the observed voxel $x_i$ towards the center of the person position, and the maximal sensor distance $s_{max}$ is considered:

$$c_{det}(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } d_s < s_{max} - 1 \\ \frac{1}{1 + \exp(d_s - s_{max} - 0.5)}, & \text{else} \end{cases} \quad (7)$$

4) Social distance: The social criterion $c_{dist}$ should keep the robot away from the observed person. As Hall [18] explains, the social distance, where persons do not consider to interact with each other, is around 2.5 meters and above. This value is our social distance to ensure an observed person to feel comfortable. To consider this fact, a circular function is defined around the person, using the parameter $\sigma_d$ to define the thickness of the circle:
The 2D approach is very similar to the 3D approach. Therefore, we only describe the differences towards the 2D case here.

A. Data structures

Instead of using voxel representations, we use an occupancy map representation to model our environment. So, all person poses and camera positions are 2D points within that map. The given person occupancy density function is also a 2D function, which is created by integrating \( p(o = (x, y, z)) \) over \( z \), leading to \( p(o = (x, y)) \).

B. 2D-Implementation of the single criteria

1) Driveability: This criterion is also constructed using flood-filling, starting from the current robot position, to mark all reachable cells.

2) Visibility: Here, from all chosen cells inside \( X_v \) (which could all be reached by the robot) the visibility of the person is checked. If an obstacle is between the person and the investigated cell, the corresponding cell is removed from the search space.

3) Sensor distance: This function is identical to the 3D case. The Euclidean distance is now calculated in a 2D coordinate system.

4) Social distance: This function is identical to the 3D case. The Euclidean distance is also calculated in a 2D coordinate system.

5) Frontal view: This function is identical to the 3D case.

6) Person occupancy distribution: As mentioned before, the 3D voxel representation of \( p(o = x) \) is projected to one layer resulting in \( p(o = x) \). Again, parts of the distribution can be occluded by obstacles, but this time we have to calculate the visibility \( X_{fv} \) for a 2D layer and not for a volume, which significantly speeds up the calculation time. The only problem is, that obstacles in the map may be obstacles in a sense of navigation, but could be overlooked by the robot in the real world. Examples are tables or couches, where the robot is not allowed to drive, but the line of view towards the person is free. These cases can be modeled correctly in the voxel grid representation, but appear problematic when dealing only with 2D maps, since the height of obstacles is initially unknown. So, our search space \( X_v \) is smaller than necessary. At the moment, this is a recognized problem that will be solved in future work by adding a probabilistic 2.5D elevation map estimation which also uses the Kinect measurements.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report experiments done for the 3D and 2D case. The experiments for the 3D environment were done by using two different artificially created 3D models (one is shown in Fig. 2), while the 2D experiments were executed by using the 2D occupancy map of our lab. The experiments were focused on the stability and the speed of our approach.
A. Finding positions in 3D

Since we simulate the 3D environment, we also define a person position artificially within this environment. The resolution of our simulated map was 10 cm per voxel. The person occupancy distribution was recorded within a real sitting setup, which equals the simulated sitting area, using a Kinect device and the OpenNI library to track the person around the sitting area. Since our PSO never terminates the optimization process, we measure the found best position after 100 iterations, the calculation time for all iterations, and the average time per iteration. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

The variance of the found observation positions from 10 test runs is 14.5 cm, which is more than sufficient for the task. The calculations are executed using a 6 core 3.5 GHz AMD Phenom II processor at 3.2 GHz. We used up to all 6 cores, since the calculation of \( f(x, \phi) \) at multiple particle positions could be parallelized easily. But still, the user has to wait at least half an hour until the robot calculates a good position. Most of the processing power is used by the soft criterion \( c_{podf} \) to calculate the view cone \( X_{fv} \). This calculation time is not feasible for real-world applications, and even the used hardware setup is much faster than our standard robot hardware. So, calculation times on a real robot will become even worse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resulting position</th>
<th>Calculation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x ) 4.14 m 7.6 cm</td>
<td>update 54 s - 15 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y ) 2.94 m 4.8 cm</td>
<td>KDE 0.6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi ) 20° 0.0°</td>
<td>total 90 min - 25 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. On the left: resulting optimal position of one map. We perform 10 runs to get the mean position value and variance. We executed 100 iterations per run. On the right: average time consumption for one iteration, the kernel density estimation (KDE), and the total processing time for all 100 iterations. Note, that the highest time value represents one processor core while the lowest value represents six cores. We used 100 particles within the PSO for the optimization process.

B. Finding positions in 2D

Due to the high demands of processing power, we reduced our approach to work with a 2D world representation as described in IV. Here, we can use a real map of our lab (see Fig. 9) and the same static Kinect camera that records \( p(o = (x, y, z)) \) to detect the person position. Note that the implemented approach is not able to use the same amount of detail, especially on predicting the visibility of the person for \( c_{podf} \). Nevertheless, the found solution also produces reliable results by providing a much faster calculation time. Note that the resulting positions are not comparable to the 3D case, since the 2D case reflects real world data, while the 3D case uses a simulated environment. The results for the 2D case are shown in Fig. 8.

Now, the variance of the 10 test runs is 14.5 cm, which is not as reliable as the 3D results, but also provides a stable position. Here, a 2.66 GHz Intel dual core processor was used, running directly on the mobile robot. The results show calculation times of 5 - 10 seconds, depending on the number of used processor cores, which is much faster than the 3D version and lead to a usable system on todays robot hardware.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented an iterative approach how to find a feasible observation position by considering multiple criteria and a technique, how to fuse these criteria. We have proposed a 3D version of our approach, which solves this problem by using a 3D voxel map. This solution turns out to be too slow to be computed on up-to-date robot hardware. For this reason, we implemented a simpler 2D version, which also generates stable results and has the only drawback, that the visibility of the person cannot be reliably predicted, giving only the 2D occupancy map. This task is planned to be solved in the future by learning the visibility using the Kinect data and adapting a 2.5D elevation map during operation of the system. We also plan to include additional hard and soft criteria towards the optimization problem. One further hard criterion, which has to be considered, is to not block the line of view from the user towards known "objects of interest" (like the TV). Another desired soft criterion could be, that the robot should not place itself on paths where the person usually walks in his/her living environment. Overall, we want to provide an observation system with multiple modular, exchangeable, and reconfigurable conditions, that could be adapted to different observation tasks with one common optimization solution and fusion technique.
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